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THE PLAYER OF GAMES

by Iain M. Banks



adapted by Gabriel Harry



PLEASE NOTE: I do not own the rights to the story The

Player of Games by Iain M. Banks. Without these rights I

have no intention of producing any film or other product

off this story for any kind of commercial gain. This

screenplay is a purely hypothetical work.



screenplayerofgames@gmail.com
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FADE IN

EXT. SPACE

The great disc of the MILKY WAY, colossal and majestic.

An ethereal mist of clusters and countless stars.

We approach ONE STAR, hanging in the pristine hugeness.

We go closer. The star is as big as the Sun now. Its

brilliance is suddenly BLOCKED by a CURVED BLACK STRIP.

We see the strip is actually a huge RING in space. The

star SHINES again, now appearing to be SURROUNDED by the

megastructure in its orbit. God-like technology.

The graceful ORBITAL spins slowly - a ring habitat

3,000,000 km in diameter, 1000 km in width. Its inside

surface speckled with deserts, oceans, green land and

sky.

The structure is composed of five great strips - PLATES.

Two more Plates await construction on opposite sides. The

great circle is almost complete.

We approach one of the Plates: Chiark. Home of our hero.

EXT. CHIARK PLATE BEACH - DAY

BABY GURGEH crawls across the very shallow water on the

shore. He finds a ROCK and picks it up. The majestic

Orbital stretches up into the blue, hazy sky.

INT. CHIARK FAMILY HOME - DAY

Children are playing. The fatherly, wise

AMALK-NEY, is watching over them. Adults

of the children, TWO YEAR-OLD GURGEH, is

Rubik’s Cube-style device. He has solved



drone CHAMLIS

talk nearby. One

playing with a

one side.



INT. CHIARK SCHOOL - DAY

Floor-to-ceiling windows overlooking a playing field.

FIVE YEAR-OLD GURGEH sits playing chess against Chamlis

who has AQUAMARINE forcefields, indicating modest

emotion. The child is winning. Children play outside.

INT. GO TOURNAMENT HALL - DAY

A game of Go is taking place between FIFTEEN YEAR-OLD GO

PLAYER and NINE YEAR-OLD GURGEH. Nine Year-Old Gurgeh

loses. The two SHAKE HANDS. Nine Year-Old Gurgeh grabs

his bag by the chair, walks out quickly.
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EXT. TOURNAMENT HALL - CONTINUOUS

Nine Year-Old Gurgeh KICKS a nearby building pillar on

his way out: hard, unforgiving rock. Bursts into tears of

disappointment and rage.

EXT. PLAZA - DAY

Utopian place, perfect weather. Buildings have a circular

aspect to their design. YEAR-OLD GURGEH sits alone,

practising the board game Weave, a more complex form of

Go, with a morphing sand-like substance. Pan-humans,

aliens, and drones walk and float by.

Three FRIENDS, two boys and a girl, approach him. They

ask him to come with them. He wants to continue

practising. One of the boys tries to pull him out of his

seat. Fifteen Year-Old Gurgeh insists he stays. The trio

wish him good luck, walk away. FIFTEEN YEAR-OLD GURGEH

watches them leave and returns to playing his game.

The board morphs and transforms, the strategies dancing

by. Floating trays flit in briefly to supply him with

food and drink. People dart by. The days turns to night,

exterior lights come on. He has not moved from his seat.

INT. SCHOOL ROOM - DAY

Fifteen Year-Old Gurgeh and other students are sitting,

watching a HOLOGRAM of a primitive empire defending

themselves from a barbarian horde. He is mesmerised.

INT. OAK ROOM - DAY

Fifteen Year-Old Gurgeh is playing a LARGE DRONE at Go.

The audience applauds. The drone holds up a hand-sized

forcefield cube, coloured formal BLUE. Fifteen Year-Old

Gurgeh stands and grasps it, shaking hands. He’s won.

INT. LARGE HALL - DAY

A thousand people sit in the terraces watching a large

holographic game, some black, mostly white. EIGHTEEN

YEAR-OLD GURGEH is playing a YOUNG MAN.

The black volume suddenly explodes, takes over the white

volume. The crowd erupts in cheers. The TWENTY FIVE YEAR

OLD MAN begrudgingly applauds. Gurgeh wins again.

EXT. ARENA - DAY

A crowd of pan-humans, aliens, drones are in their seats.

Fifty thousand people applaud. Camera drones float

around, filming. A 50 by 50 metre version of a Weave

board dominates the arena’s central floor. Huge.

EIGHTEEN-YEAR OLD GURGEH bows to his opponent, a panhuman ELDERLY MALE.
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Later. Elderly Male is confident. The master. He is

dominating Gurgeh’s positions. They both stand on raised

platforms on opposite sides.

Gurgeh taps a few commands onto a tablet. The large

pieces quickly rearrange and pierce through Elderly

Male’s forces, and reaches his army’s heart.

A group of PROFESSORS are in disbelief at what they’ve

just seen.

Gurgeh walks onto the playing surface as the oversized

playing pieces disintegrate into artificial SAND around

him.

The crowd erupts.

The Elderly Male is consoled by the Professors as he

looks down to the victor, applauding.

Elderly Male catches Gurgeh’s eye and nods honourably.

Gurgeh nods back graciously and waves to the crowd.

ELDERLY MALE (V.O.)

Great players come and go...

Gurgeh picks up a handful of sand. He hold up the sand in

his palm and lets it run through his fingers.

ELDERLY MALE (V.O.)

...this one has changed the

game itself.

The sand falls through his fingers. This will be seen

again at the end. The noise envelops him. Like thunder.

The sand continues to fall. We see now we’re inEXT. DESERT - DAY

ON-SCREEN TEXT

I: CULTURE PLATE

The sand is now a rolling dune. A lazy wind blows.

FLERE-IMSAHO (V.O.)

This is a story of a man who

journeyed far away, just to

play a game.

Hot. The sand is ultra-fine, surreal, almost liquid. The

graceful Orbital rises into the sky beyond the hazy

horizon.
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FLERE-IMSAHO (V.O.)

The story starts with a battle

which is not a battle, and

ends in a game which is not a

game.

We see rolling waves off the coast. A house in the

distance. On a far dune, we see a group of people.

FLERE-IMSAHO (V.O.)

Me? I’ll tell you about me

later. This is how the story

begins.

A black, sleek, floating DRONE screams past, low. Its

slipstream disturbs the sand.

It approaches the twenty humans in black combat suits,

helmets with mirror visors, holding pulse rifles. In the

background we see another drone, distant. Another. The

group of humans are near a sea, and atop a large dune.

A man and a woman are separate from the group - Gurgeh,

master game player, and YAY, fun-loving life-liver.

The drone FIRES a pulse at them. It narrowly misses Yay

who dives, rolls deftly, and FIRES her weapon.

The drone is HIT. It spews black smoke, screams over the

heads of the two humans, and arcs into the nearby water.

We see from Gurgeh’s POV, inside the suit helmet. HUD

display. He fires at a drone and misses, his plasma pulse

trailing. He aims in front of the drone’s trajectory,

leading it.

He accidentally hits Yay in the side of the arm. She

staggers and FALLS to one knee, her gun arm disabled.

GURGEH

I’m sorGurgeh is HIT in the chest with a pulse, and flies

through the air, tumbling down the dune’s slope and

landing on his front, lying disabled in the sand.

Gurgeh’s POV: blackness. The suit’s COOL VOICE says:

You are dead.

Yay fires at the approaching swarm of drones with her

weak arm, her strong arm useless.

The group of humans battle the drones, a few are hit.
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The battle ends with scattered, smouldering wreckage

amongst the dunes.

Yay takes off her mirror-finish mask and smiles pityingly

at Gurgeh, lying pathetically in the sand. She slides

down the slope. Tips him over onto his back.

Yay stands over him with her hands on her hips.

YAY

Were you playing

sarcastically?

Gurgeh’s mask hisses open. 60 years old, he looks 27.

GURGEH

Why do you bring me along to

all these things?

Yay LIFTS him up with one arm, her strength multiplied.

YAY

To haul you out of that

comfort zone of yours.

GURGEH

We’re always pieces on a board

to me.

Yay walks off towards the shore with her helmet in hand,

stepping over some wreckage.

YAY

Pieces on a board need to do

their job. That can be fun.

Yay takes off the torso section of her suit and drops it

by the water’s edge. She wades into the water.

Gurgeh wades in to his knees and uses his helmet to scoop

up some artificially made fresh sea water. He drinks.

A floating DRONE uses its translucent field to retrieve

the broken attack drone’s wrecked body from the water. As

it rises, we see the colossal Orbital, a faint, narrow

band in the sky.

Gurgeh looks down to see Yay bathing herself.

Later. The two walk along the shore toward a distant

CLUBHOUSE. Fit, handsome SHURO is walking the other way

towards them. He squints in the sunlight.
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SHURO

This must be a mirage. Jernau

Gurgeh himself.

Yay walks on a few steps and turns back.

SHURO

Man. I studied your work on

Implicit Feints. I couldn’t

ask for a, well…

GURGEH

What’s your game?

SHURO

Deploy. But you... I heard you

can even challenge a Mind.

GURGEH

Deploy it is. We’re having a

gathering tonight - drop by.

Gurgeh walks on, catches up with Yay.

SHURO

Thank you. That would be a

dream! See you there!

Yay looks Shuro up and down as he walks on.

YAY

Did he say a Mind?

GURGEH

A subsection of Hub, a few

years back. We tied.

YAY

Impressive.

GURGEH

Yes, isn’t he?

Yay smiles as they walk on towards the club house.

EXT. IKROH HOUSE - DAY
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An impressive, super-modern house, in mountainous, alpine

surroundings. Floor-to-ceiling windows, large balconies.

The house’s roofs are at the same angle as the mountains.

Yay, in shorts and a T-shirt, runs down the path away

from the house, towards a forested area.

INT. IKROH HOUSE - DAY

Huge lounge. Decorated with a technical, geometric style.

Holograms of game moves and theory papers everywhere. All

Marain writing is in a 3x3 dot grid. Everything made

well; built to last. A crackling fire.

Gurgeh is playing a board game, Deploy, against himself,

his fingers dancing deftly around the board, gazing out

of the window. He’s too good, no need to look at the

board, all in his head. Chamlis sits on the sofa.

Chamlis watches Gurgeh.

CHAMLIS

It’s always pleasant coming to

visit you.

Gurgeh seems not to hear him.

CHAMLIS

How did she do this time?

GURGEH

Unwinnable by move nineteen.

Better.

(beat)

Rain patters on the window.

GURGEH

Everything seems so flat,

Chamlis. New games feel like

old ones in disguise.

Chamlis floats over to him, fields flushing YELLOW.

GURGEH

And what am I playing for?

Take Deploy, for example.

Gurgeh indicates the board in front of him. He picks up a

piece and plays with it.
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GURGEH

Played by a pre-Contact

species. If they lost, they’d

lose their house. It meant

something to them.

CHAMLIS

So fearing for the loss of

your home is meaningful?

Gurgeh goes over to the fireplace.

CHAMLIS

That species joined the

Culture, where we have

everything we need.

Gurgeh stokes the fire.

GURGEH

Well, I don’t. I need a

challenge.

Gurgeh walks to the floor-to-ceiling windows and looks

out over the view.

Chamlis floats up to the window to join Gurgeh.

CHAMLIS

That species didn’t join by

accident, you know.

GURGEH

Contact.

CHAMLIS

Yes. Why you aren’t drawn to

them is a mystery to me.

GURGEH

Cooped up in a GCU with a

bunch of gung-ho do-gooders,

searching the galaxy for

barbarians to teach?

CHAMLIS

Contact take risks. And above

all, they win. If it’s

challenge you want, they’re

the ones to talk to.
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